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**ABSTRACT**

The objectives of this research were three-fold: to explore the types of politeness uttered by the teacher, to analyze the most predominant type of politeness uttered, and to explore the strategies of politeness uttered by the teacher in an English classroom. This research employed a descriptive qualitative analysis. The subject of this research was an English teacher of MAN 1 Kolaka. This research was conducted with two cohorts; they were class XII.A-2 and class XII.A-4. The data were collected from three observations and recordings of teacher’s utterances. As many as 117 politeness utterances were identified, encompassing 55 positive politeness utterances, 45 negative politeness utterances, 6 bald on record utterances and 1 off record utterance. There were 17 strategies of politeness used by the English teacher. The most predominant type of politeness was positive politeness, including the strategies of exaggerating sympathy with the Hearer, which was used 3 times, including both the Speaker and the Hearer 6 times, giving gifts to Hearer 26 times, being optimistic 10 times, offering 2 times, notice attend to Hearer 4 times, using group identity mark 3 times, and Intensifying interest to the hearer 1 time.

1. **INTRODUCTION**

Being polite is a complicated matter in any language. It is difficult to be learned because it involves understanding not only the language, but also the social and cultural values
of the community. In the case of communication or daily conversation, there are two levels of speech that are normally used, namely polite speech and familiar speech. Generally speaking, polite speech is used in social situations such as a conversation between acquaintances or strangers (Mahmud, 2010). Some sociolinguists have defined politeness. The most important idea of politeness comes from Brown and Levinson, who stated that politeness essentially ‘funds fulfilling communicative and face-oriented ends, in a strictly formal system of rational practical reasoning’ (Brown and Levinson, 1987). Brown and Levinson (1987) stated that politeness strategies are urbanized to save the hearer’s ‘face’. Face refers to the deference that an individual has for him or herself, and the maintaining of “self-esteem” in public or personal situations. In this case, usually, the speakers attempt to stay away from embarrassing another person, or making him feel uncomfortable.

This research was intended to answer the following questions: (1) what types of politeness were uttered by an English teacher in English classroom interaction? (2) What was the most predominant type of politeness uttered by the teacher in the English classroom? (3) What strategies of politeness were uttered by the teacher in English classroom interaction?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Pragmatics is a subdivision of linguistic studying the part of meaning and language use. Parker (1986) defines pragmatic as the study of how language is used for communication. Citizens typically communicate their ideas through conversation. A conversation is a communication between multiple people that consists of the speaker(S) and hearer (H) or addressee (A). Speaker is an individual who speaks particular words. A hearer is an individual who hears the words spoken by the speaker. Addressee is an individual to whom the words are addressed. In a conversation, an addressee must be the hearer too. But a hearer is not necessarily the addressee. It depends on the number of people involved in the conversation. In a conversation, people need to be careful in using a strategy to maintain the communication. They also must be aware of politeness strategy to make their communication more acceptable to others.

Brown and Levinson's politeness assumption comprises five strategies: (a) to pursue what it says, bald on record, (b) perform speech acts using positive politeness (refers to the positive face), (c) perform speech acts using negative politeness (refers to the face of a negative), (d) indirect speech act (off the record), and (e) do not do speech act or say anything (do not do the FTA). In connection with this politeness strategy, here are the possible strategies for doing FTAs.
Qualitative research is of specific relevance to the study of social relations, due to the fact of the pluralization of life worlds. Qualitative research can be defined as the collection, analysis, interpretation of comprehensive narrative and visual data to obtain insight into a particular phenomenon of interest (Flick, 2009).

3. METHODS
3.1. Respondent
This research was conducted at MAN 1 Kolaka. The research subject was an English teacher of MAN 1 Kolaka. To determine the subject, the researcher applied the purposive sampling technique. The teacher had extensive experience teaching in this particular school context. Data collection was conducted on February, 10th, 17th, and 24th 2020. The researcher did the observation over three meetings. Two cohorts of students participated in this research; they were class XII.IA-2 and class XII.IA-4.

3.2. Data Collection
The following are the procedures of data collection. First, the researcher found the information of the class schedule. Then, the observation time was determined after gaining consent from the teacher. The observation was conducted during the learning process. In this case, the researcher observed and recorded all the teacher’s utterances. Data collection process ceased when when data obtained was exhaustive.

The next step was transcribing the utterances of the teacher. If data had been recorded using technical media, their transcription is a fundamental stage on the way to their interpretation (Flick, 2009). Therefore, the data of utterances collected from the observation was transcribed. This stage was conducted to facilitate the researcher to analyze the types and functions of politeness strategy uttered by the students during the learning process in the English classroom. Upon completing data transcription, the next step was categorising the data based on Brown and Levinson classifications where frequency of occurence of certain politeness address and strategies was examined.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Findings
In the first observation, 57 utterances of politeness strategy were used by the observed teacher. These 57 utterances derived from 3 types of politeness such as “positive politeness” (25 utterances), “negative politeness” (27 utterances), and “bald on record” (5 utterances). Interestingly, the teacher did not employ any “off record” strategy. Thus, the most predominant was negative politeness.

The teaching-learning process comprising opening, main, and closing activities. For the opening activity, the teacher produced 4 utterances containing positive politeness and negative politeness strategies. Positive politeness occurred twice with the strategies of exaggerating (interest, approval, sympathy with Hearer) and include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity, whereas negative politeness also occurred twice with the strategies of “minimizing the imposition”.

In the main activity, the teacher produced 46 utterances of politeness strategies. Positive politeness is divided into 4 strategies such as “include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity” (occurrence 1), giving gifts (occurrence 9), be optimistic (occurrence 4), and offering (occurrence 1). Negative politeness comprised “question and hedge” (occurrence 12), be pessimistic (occurrence 9), minimizing the imposition (occurrence 2), impersonalize Speaker and Hearer (occurrence 1), and be conventionally indirect (occurrence 2), while “bald on record deriving from imperative” (occurrence 2), requesting (occurrence 2), and warning (occurrence 1).

In the closing activity the teacher employed 7 utterances of positive politeness strategies that originated from 4 strategies: include both Speaker and Hearer (occurrence 1), notice attend to Hearer (occurrence 1), giving gifts (occurrence 3), and be optimistic (occurrence 2). Thus, the most predominant politeness strategies used by the teacher in the first observation was a question, hedge of negative politeness. It was found with a total of 12 utterances. The teacher used question strategies during observation activity (occurrence 3), 4 times in questioning activity, 2 times in experimenting activity, 1 time in associating activity, and 2 times in communicating activity. Thus, the teacher used the most questioning strategy for negative politeness with total occurrence of 12 times.

In the second observation, 30 utterances of politeness strategy were produced by the teacher. These 30 utterances came from 3 types of politeness: positive politeness (18 utterances), negative politeness (11 utterances) and bald on record (1 utterance). The teacher didn’t use any off record in the second meeting. Thus, the most predominant politeness strategy was positive politeness.

The teaching-learning process encompassed opening to closing activities. For the opening activity, the teacher produced 4 utterances that contained positive politeness strategy (occurrence 2) and negative politeness (occurrence 2). Positive politeness involve the strategies of exaggerating (interest, approval, sympathy with H) and include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity. While negative politeness involve the strategies of minimizing the imposition.

In the main activity, the teacher produced 22 utterances of politeness strategies. Positive politeness is further divided into 6 strategies: “include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity” (occurrence 2), “giving gifts” (occurrence 6), be optimistic (occurrence 2), “offering” (occurrence 1), “notice attend to hearer” (occurrence 1), and
“using group identity marker” (occurrence 1). Negative politeness came from question, hedge (occurrence 3), be pessimistic (occurrence 2), “minimizing the imposition” (occurrence 1), and “be conventionally indirect” (occurrence 2) and “bald on record came from imperative” (occurrence 1).

In the closing activity, the teacher produced 4 utterances of positive politeness strategies that derived from 3 strategies: “notice attend to Hearer” (occurrence 1), “giving gifts” (occurrence 1), and be optimistic (occurrence 1), while negative politeness came from “minimizing the imposition” (occurrence 1).

The most predominant politeness strategies used by the teacher in the second meeting was “giving gifts” with a total of 7 utterances. The teacher used the giving gifts strategy twice in observing activity, once in questioning activity, once in experimenting activity, once in associating activity, and twice in communicating activity. Thus, the the giving gifts was the most predominant of positive politeness with the total occurrence of 7 times.

In the third observation, there were 30 utterances of politeness strategy used by the teacher. These 30 utterances came from 3 strategies: “positive politeness” (occurrence 20), negative politeness (occurrence 9) and bald off record (occurrence 1) and the teacher. Thus, positive politeness was the most predominantly used.

The teaching-learning process was conducted from opening to closing activities. For the opening activity, the teacher used 4 utterances that contained positive politeness strategy and negative politeness. Positive politeness (occurrence 2) with the strategies of include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity, while negative politeness (occurrence 2) involved the strategies of minimizing the imposition.

In the main activity, the teacher produced 22 utterances of politeness strategies. Positive politeness is divided into 7 strategies: “giving gifts” (occurrence 6), “be optimistic” (occurrence 2), “using in group identity marker” (occurrence 2), “intensifying interest to the hearer” (occurrence 1), “avoid disagreement” (occurrence 1), “include both Speaker and Hearer in activity (occurrence 2), and “notice attend to Hearer” (occurrence 1). Negative politeness came from “being pessimistic” (occurrence 1), “minimizing the imposition” (occurrence 2), “be conventionally indirect” (occurrence 1), “apologies” (occurrence 1), and impersonalize Speaker and Hearer (occurrence 1), while “bald off record” came from giving hints (occurrence 1).

In the closing activity, the teacher produced 4 utterances of positive politeness strategies that came from 2 strategies: “giving gifts” (occurrence 3), and “include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity” (occurrence 1).

Thus, the most predominant politeness strategies used by the teacher in the second meeting was “giving gifts” of positive politeness (occurrence 6). The teacher used the giving gifts strategy once in observing activity, once in questioning activity, once in experimenting activity, once in associating activity, and twice in communicating activity.

4.2. Discussion
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the research aimed to reveal types of politeness, the most predominant type of politeness uttered by the teacher, and the strategies of politeness uttered by the teacher in English classroom interaction. In the present study, Brown and Levinson’s politeness strategy was used to describe types of politeness, the most predominant type of politeness, and the strategies of politeness uttered by the teacher in English classroom interaction.

As many as 117 utterances have been identified as polite utterances and there were 4 types of politeness uttered by the English teacher during teaching-learning process at MAN 1 Kolaka. They were positive politeness, negative politeness, bald on record and off record. Positive politeness was used 55 times by the English teacher. Positive face refers to every individual’s basic desire for their public self-image that wants to be shown: engagement, ratification, and appreciation from others, want to be wanted. The FTA is performed utilizing strategies oriented toward the positive face threat to the hearer. A positive politeness strategy is usually seen in a group of friends, or where people in the given social situation know each other fairly well. They usually try to minimize the distance between them by expressing friendliness and interest in the hearer’s need to be respected (minimize the FTA). The only feature that distinguishes positive politeness compensation from normal language behavior is an element of exaggeration. The English teachers used positive politeness in the teaching-learning process because he/she wanted to be closer to the students to enable good interaction in the teaching-learning process.

By comparison, negative politeness was used 45 times intended to avoid offending others by showing differences. Brown and Levinson divided negative politeness into being indirect, question or hedge, being pessimistic, minimize imposition, apologize, impersonalize speaker and hearer, state the FTA as the general rule, nominalize, go on record as incurring debt, or as not indebting hearer, not presuming/assuming, not concerning Hearer, communicating Speaker’s want to not impinge on Hearer, redressing other wants of Hearer’s. For example, when the teacher commanded to the students “Ok dear, would you help me to explain it, please!”, the teacher used the word “Please” in her order. In this utterance, hedge functioned to soften command.

Finally, off-record strategy was rarely used by the English teacher. This strategy occurred only once. The off-record strategy is a politeness strategy that relies upon implication. This strategy is very indirect and involves the breaking of conversational norms to imply a particular recommended course of action. For example, the teacher said “Your whiteboard is very dirty”, which can be understood as asking students to clean the whiteboard indirectly.

In addition to polite utterances, 17 strategies were also identified as belonging to positive politeness (occurrence 55) including the strategies of “exaggerating sympathy with Hearer” (occurrence 3), “include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity” (occurrence 6), “giving gifts to Hearer” (occurrence 26), “being optimistic” (occurrence 10), “offering” (occurrence 2), “notice attend to Hearer’ (occurrence 4), “using group identity mark” (occurrence 3), and “intensifying interest to the Hearer” (occurrence 1). By comparison, negative politeness (occurrence 45) including the strategies of “minimize
the imposition” (occurence 12), “question, hedge” (occurence 15), “be pessimistic” (occurence 11), “impersonalize Speaker and Hearer” (occurrence 2), and “be conventionally indirect” (occurrence 5). The third is “bald on record” (6 utterances) including the strategies of “imperative” (occurrence 3), “requesting” (occurrence 2), and “warning” (occurrence 1), while off-record politeness was 1 utterance including the strategies of giving Hints used in just once.

Based on the data of the teacher’s utterances above, it was found that the most predominant type of politeness uttered by the English teacher was positive politeness which includes the strategies of exaggerating sympathy with Hearer (occurrence 3), include both Speaker and Hearer in the activity (occurrence 6), giving gifts to Hearer (occurrence 26), being optimistic (occurrence 10), offering (occurrence 2), notice attend to Hearer (occurrence 4), using group identity mark (occurrence 3), and intensifying interest to the Hearer (occurrence 1). The teacher used the strategies of giving gifts more rather than other strategies. This strategy can be realized in the form of giving special attention to the Hearer. This strategy redresses students’ faces directly by fulfilling some of the Hearer’s wants in indicating that the Speaker wants Hearer’s want. The teacher’s utterance indicates that he respected the students’ want and tried to understand them. Simply put, the teacher has a good emotional relationship with their students.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the finding and discussion of this research, this research has two conclusions. First, there were four types of politeness strategies uttered by the teacher in English classroom communication during the learning process: positive politeness, negative politeness, bald on record, and off record. Each type of politeness strategy was uttered by the teacher in English classroom interaction functioned differently. And the teacher used positive politeness more predominantly during English classroom interaction.
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